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We present the current status of linguistic resources developed in our research group and published as
linked data and linguistic services in the LLOD cloud, namely BabelNet [1], Babelfy [2] and the Wikipedia
Bitaxonomy [3]. We introduce them in terms of their salient aspects and explain how they connect to the
world of LOD by means of querying, exploring and exporting data into RDF format.

wibitaxonomy.org

babelnet.org

Seamless integration of multilingual encyclopedic and
lexicographic knowledge

An integrated taxonomy of about 3.5M Wikipedia pages
and 600K categories, aligned to each other
nearly full coverage of pages and categories
via a unified, 3-phase approach

Java APIs for programmatic access and SPARQL endpoint for
querying Linked Data

State-of-the-art results
on both pages and categories when compared to all
available knowledge resources like DBpedia, YAGO,
MENTA, WikiNet and WikiTaxonomy

A semantic network consisting of 9.3
million meanings and 7.7 million images
Unified, integrated access to Wikipedia, Wikidata,
WordNet, Wiktionary,
OmegaWiki and Open Multilingual WordNet

Self-contained resource
(no additional resources or supervision required) and
virtual absence of supervision, making WiBi replicable
on any new version of Wikipedia

Multiple textual definitions in
many languages

RDF Export facility

50 languages covered: English, Spanish,
Chinese, Hindi, Arabic, Portuguese,
Russian, Japanese and many others!

Seamless conversion into standard
RDF format (turtle, rdf-xml, n-triple)

Unified, multilingual, graph-based approach to
Entity Linking and Word Sense Disambiguation

babelfy.org

Fares well both on long texts and short sentences
Loose identification of candidate meanings coupled with a densest
subgraph heuristic
RESTful Java API
Programmatically retrieve disambiguated text
with a few Java lines!
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